VANWEIGH II

PROTECT YOUR LICENCE AND AVOID FINES
OVERLOAD PROTECTION | LOAD OPTIMISATION

CHAIN OF RESPONSIBILITY
“A few years ago, I was in breach of weight
regulations sitting behind my office desk. Whilst
collecting castings from a foundry, our driver accepted
an additional pallet. Stopped, weighed and
subsequently prosecuted, the driver and I found
ourselves pleading guilty at Burnley Magistrates
Court...never again! We have recently installed
VanWeigh systems to all our vehicles.”
Glyn Brown, Managing Director,
Archerdale Limited
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Rear Axle
Overload Warning

Gross Overload Warning
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DURABLE
VanWeigh has no moving parts and is not susceptible to
wear or slipping out of calibration because of stretched
springs, which are common in other axle overload
monitoring systems.

TELEMATICS OUTPUT
VanWeigh includes an output from the indicator
capable of connecting with tracking systems, allowing
communications between the two systems which is
reliable and easy to achieve.
An optional cable is supplied with the VanWeigh system
which allows telematics systems to capture the weight
information and alarm triggers.

AXLE LOAD MONITORING
The VanWeigh axle overload monitoring system is
specifically designed for two-axled vehicles with
standard coil or leaf spring suspension. Each axle is
monitored with a patented solid-state sensor which
monitors the load applied to each axle. The information
is displayed to the driver on the twin channel digital
indicator and an audible alarm sounds if the total
vehicle or axle weight maximum is infringed.
The driver has a choice of three screens:
SCREEN 1: the standard dial screen view.
SCREEN 2: a graphical van display with the actual
weight in kgs and the percent of payload vs load
capacity.
SCREEN 3: an actual weight over each axle plus
the GVW in kgs and the percent of payload vs load
capacity.

Axle Sensor

The driver will be alerted to three conditions:
SAFE: indicates loads up to 90% either front or rear
axle and total load.
WARNING: indicates loads between 90% and 100%.
OVERLOAD: alerts the driver to an axle or vehicle
infringement above 100% load.
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Tracking System
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Colour Touch
Screen
Simple to Operate
No Driver Input
Required
Axle Overload
Warnings
Gross Overload
Warnings
Balanced Load
Distribution
Maximise Payload
Capacity
Operating
Tolerance of Vehicle
(Braking)
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Possible Reduced
Fuel Consumption
Reduce Vehicle
Wear and Tear
Protect Your
Licence
Avoid Fines
Avoid Overload
Endorsements
Electrical Tests
Passed for E
and CE Marking
Requirements
Environmental
Performance
Exceeds SAE J1455

SPECIFICATIONS

All Branches T: 1300 069 970
NSW (Sydney) T: (02) 9728 4877
VIC (Melbourne South) T: (03) 9548 5512
VIC (Melbourne North) T: (03) 9357 7470
QLD (Brisbane North & South) T: (07) 3265 5520
WA (Perth) T: (08) 9259 5535
SA (Adelaide) T: (08) 8447 5011
New Zealand (Auckland) T: +64 9 951 9685
diverseco.com.au

Accuracy

Better Than ±2.5% (90-100% of GVW)

Safe Weight Setting

Up to 90%

Warning

90% - 100%

Overload Setting

Over 100%

Power Supply

12/24 Volt

Operating Current

< 400 mA

Standby Current

< 5 mA

Screen

480 x 272 pixels

